
SHOULD YOU 

STAY OR SHOULD YOU GO
THE TRUTH ABOUT MIGRATING FROM DYNAMICS
GP TO DYNAMICS 365 BUSINESS CENTRAL

MAKING SENSE OF THE CONFUSING DYNAMICS GP CLOUD MIGRATION  CONVERSATIONS

As a Dynamics GP customer, you are hearing the importance and advantages of migrating to
the cloud.  Not all migration conversations are the same.  Let us help make sense of your
migration options.
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IMPLEMENTATION VS MIGRATION
First, and most importantly, there is no such thing as a migration from Dynamics GP to

Dynamics 365 Business Central. The title of this white paper should be “The truth about

implementing Dynamics 365 Business Central from Dynamics GP,” but there are too many

partners and competitors spreading misinformation. Wondering why  we need to make

this distinction early on? Simple, migrations are easy. Implementing Business Central is

NOT easy.

IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation refers to the process of

introducing a new system, process, or

infrastructure from scratch. It involves

planning, designing, and deploying a new

solution to address a specific business

need or problem. Implementation can

either be a gradual or phased process,

depending on the scope and complexity of

the change.  Simplified, Implementations

are hard!

Implementing Dynamics 365 Business

Central is not a small job, it is a full

transformation of your business systems,

integrations, and processes. 

In addition to software costs,

implementation costs range anywhere

from $50,000 to $200,000+. The time to

implement lasts 6 – 12+ months on

average and requires an enormous amount

of additional time spent by your team. 

If there is not a true business reason to

implement a new ERP, customers typically

do not want to spend the time, effort, or

money.

MIGRATION

On the other hand, migration refers to the

process of moving an existing system,

process, or infrastructure to a new

environment. Migration is usually done

when there is a need to upgrade or replace

outdated systems, or when there is a need

to consolidate multiple systems into a

single platform. 

When considering moving Dynamics GP

from your on-premises servers into a

hosted cloud like PowerGP Online.  It's

important to remember you are still using

Dynamics GP, keeping all your data and

ISVs – it’s just hosted in a secure, highly

available cloud environment. Unlike an

implementation, migrating to PowerGP

Online can be accomplished in a matter of

days and for as little as a $2,495 set-up

fee!
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As a Dynamics GP customer, knowing that

Microsoft is committed to supporting

Dynamics GP to 2028 and beyond, you

should be asking, “Do I need business

transformation and disruption now?” For

most Dynamics GP customers, the answer

is “no!” It is important not to feel pressured

or bullied by your partner to move to

another solution if you are happy with

Dynamics GP. 

Microsoft has made it clear that they will

continue to support existing Dynamics GP

customers well into the future whether

you are on premise or in the cloud. 

We are committed to supporting Dynamics

GP well into the future! Products like

PowerGP Online allow you to easily migrate

your Dynamics GP to the cloud with no

expensive costs or time involved. 

POWERGP ONLINE IS COMMITTED TO DYNAMICS GP
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WE MAKE IT EASY

It is important to remember that you have

options when it comes to migrating

Dynamics GP to the cloud.  Implementing a

new ERP should not be one of them unless

you are ready to invest the time, effort and

pain that comes along with an

implementation.  

You can still keep Dynamics GP and take

advantage of the security and modern

features available in cloud with a simple

migration to PowerGP Online - The RIGHT

Path to the Cloud for Dynamics GP. 

Contact us today to see how easy it can

be!

PowerGP Protect PowerGP Protect is our world class cyber security posture

designed from the ground up to keep you and your data safe in the

PowerGP Online cloud. You can rest easy at night knowing that

our team and our technology is working together to keep the bad

guys out of your data.

CLOUD MIGRATION INCLUDES THE POWERGP POWERSUITE

PowerGP Banking

PowerGP Banking allows you the ability to download transactions

from your bank using your online banking credentials. Bank

accounts integrate with an easy matching process and credit

cards integrate into Accounts Payable. Which makes reconciling

your accounts simple, fast and ‘red pen’ free.

PowerGP Connect PowerGP Connect is a RESTful API built on top of the eConnect

Business Logic Layer of Dynamics GP that provides a modern data

integration endpoint capable of both reading from and writing to

PowerGP Online from other apps like Excel, Power BI, Power

Platform, PopDock and so many more.

PowerGP Import PowerGP Import is a super simple import tool built right into the

Dynamics GP windows. There is no complex data mapping

required, you can say goodbye to Integration Manager forever.

You have the flexibility to get data where you need it to be and

when you need it most!
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